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Company: Manpower

Location: Vietnam

Category: other-general

ABOUT OUR CLIENT  

Our client, a global company in industrial manufacturing, is looking for an experienced

Finance Manager to support continued growth and high performance.

RESPONSIBILITIES

Production Control and Optimization:  ensuring efficient and cost-effective production.

This includes monitoring production processes, planning and controlling resources, and

identifying opportunities to improve productivity.

Quality Control: Ensuring product quality meets predefined quality standards and customer

expectations.

Staff Leadership: Leading and developing staff at the production facility. This includes

hiring, training, motivating, and evaluating employee performance. Coach and

continuously improve staff skill and capability, build up a strong team to support company

business strategy.

Budgeting and Cost Control:  Budgeting and cost control of the production facility. This

involves monitoring operating costs, identifying savings opportunities, and adhering to the

budget.

Planning, organizing, directing and running optimum day-to-day operations to production,

purchasing, quality and logistics.
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Operation budget in human resources, resource allocation, equipment, training & others

according to business forecast and production process overview.

Periodically review and set up purchasing strategy, especially component safety stock

level, to minimize component inventory level & stocking cost.

Responsible for on-time and in full delivery of excellent quality products to customers with

competitive production cost.

Develop and maintain good cooperation with internal/external customers.

Developing Others: Fully utilizes and improves performance of others, enhancing the

capabilities of people in the organization.

JOB REQUIREMENTS

Background: Bachelor degree or above (Engineering discipline: mechanical,

process/industrial, and electrical).

5-8 years experiences in Plant Management or plant operations manager experience.

Strong leadership, interpersonal skills, ability to lead cross function team to achieve

business needs.

Proven ability to utilize processes to evaluate multiple options for solution.

Good analytic skills and be able to make quick decision based on facts and data in a complex

scenario.

Proficiency in both the Vietnamese and English.

Demonstrated goal-oriented and self-motivated demeanor, with the ability to collaborate with

and influence diverse stakeholders across various organizational levels and functions.

Capability to execute tasks and drive initiatives towards organizational goals with minimal

remote supervision.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Email:  thong.luu@manpower.com.vn (Harvey)

LinkedIn:  https://www.linkedin.com/in/harveyliubb/
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